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Research shows that in 2019 alone, digital payments reached $4.1T in payment 
volume, this of course being boosted by the platonic rise of e-commerce & smart 
devices. The rise of any industry comes along with its set of challenges around 
people, growth, alignment and keeping up the momentum of innovation and  
heightened customer experience. 

For example: as per a Gartner study, The payment process, being the last mile of 
the customer’s overall purchase experience and the company’s online conversion 
opportunity, is often overlooked or under-addressed. Payment is often seen as an 
administrative task, and not seen as an opportunity for optimization. The inability 
to optimize tasks which look as regular BAUs to something which can drive huge 
outcome and proportional growth is causing a dent in the digital commerce 
businesses. Browsers who could become customers are instead disengaged due 
to cumbersome payment check-out experiences.

Asia-Pacific sees growing 
access to reliable internet, 
young, tech savvy citizens are 
increasingly making cashless 
and digital payments. 

Introduction

The Digital payment landscape is the new storm in 
today’s world of forever unknowns. The evolution of 
payments from cashless to card-less and now to 
contact-less just indicates the mighty changes 
the world is experiencing when it comes to 
dealing with currency and payments. 

As technology continues to evolve and expand scope, 
it is no surprise that digital payments are here to stay 
and the ripple effect might actually be much deeper 
than one ever imagined. 

This and many more such activities in the 
payment business, which have scope to 
be leveraged as an area of innovation, 
often result in burnout and disengagement 
amongst the employees.
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OKRs are taking the business world by storm. Globally, CXOs are adopting 
OKRs to rally teams around what matters most. Know what? Teams love it 
too! The radical clarity that OKRs bring to next level teams, enabling visibility            
towards business impact and helping them prioritize is unmatchable to 
previously known performance practices.

OKRs are powerful because they develop critical thinking in an organization. 
Through OKRs, teams carefully zone in on measurable contributions which 
propel the business forward. 

OKRs - The New Superpower
  
In a nutshell, Objectives clearly give direction on what we need to accomplish. 
Key Results measure if progress is being made in this direction.

Unlike traditional performance practices, which focus post facto on 
reviews and ratings, OKRs are an Organizational Performance 
framework, which ensures teams focus on metrics which have a high 
business impact. 
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How then, can such industries drive critical thinking, radical focus on the 
outcome and align everyone in the company to their growth story? 

Simply put, by leveraging the Superpower of OKRs.

http://www.fitbots.com


What really makes OKRs work?

1) OKRs give radical clarity to business outcomes

2) OKRs deeply connect teams

Achieving OKRs is no different from playing a team sport. In a game of football, 
teams strategize together with formations to score that winning goal! OKRs are 
similar, because they are vertically and cross-functionally aligned. They are not 
just defined by a blinding bunch of KPIs, but by connecting strategy to action.

We all know that work cannot happen in isolation. A KR like ‘Reduce customer 
handling time from X to Y minutes’ requires an engine to chug together, 
comprising Marketing, Engineering and HR! Marketing would contribute by 
increasing product knowledge, Engineering will ensure security and stability of 
the platform, HR by aligning to ramp up and enabling capabilities of the sales 
team and most importantly customer success team by making sure they are 
always on the go for handling customer queries efficiently. No matter which 
team or role - everyone works towards the same shared vision. 

Key Results are what give meaning to the language used in 
Objectives. They explain the context of the Objective and 
define the finish line that you need to keep your eye on. 
The best part? With key results, you know when you are 
done, because you are either done or not done.

OKRs connect the dots from the Mission, Vision, Strategy to Company 
and Team OKRs.

Mission

Vision

Strategy

OKRs
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When we use simple language to construct objectives, the 
focus shifts on the problem you are trying to address/solve 
and not just a bunch of inputs or task lists. In our OKR 
example above, the Objective Statement ‘Roll out internal 
systems for kickass customer support’ is qualitative 
and aspirational making it easy to comprehend 
despite having limited context.

Now what exactly is a ‘Kickass Customer Support’? 
To answer this question is where Key Results 
make an appearance.

http://www.fitbots.com


Still confused? Check out our Digi Payment OKRs to start crafting OKRs for your 
teams today. Check out our OKR templates to see how you can tailor your OKRs 
whether you are a startup or a large enterprise.

3) OKRs Increase Engagement 

We are today in a world of work anywhere teams. Post COVID, teams have gone 
remote at an unimaginable scale, leaving employers scrambling for better ways 
to manage outcomes. The blurring lines between personal and professional life, 
zoom fatigue and a never ending list of to-do’s is telling on mental and physical 
health.  
  
OKRs step in to connect the dots by focussing on a few outcome metrics, 
reducing adhocness of activity lists, and keeping teams engaged with
leadership purpose.  New employee onboarding with OKRs, helps in reducing 
time to impact, which is very essential to keeping teams moving towards the 
finish line. Drowned in tasks and to-do lists? Check out our blog on picking the 
right KRs to prevent the burnout.

Getting OKR implementation right

1) Identify who’s part of OKRs?

The first step is to decide how far deep would you like to drive OKRs. Startups 
go all in, and implement OKRs for the entire organization, large enterprises start 
with pilots at the company level or a single business group. Whatever is your 
strategy to roll out OKRs, define the scope. Check out our OKR templates to see 
how you can tailor your OKRs whether you are a startup or a large enterprise.

2) Sponsorship

OKRs require sponsorship. The CEO, Strategy Head, Chief of Staff are great 
sponsors for an OKR roll out. Rightly so, as OKRs can bring a 10x impact to 
business. The sponsor also has to communicate the extent of linkage of OKRs 
with reviews, the clarity would keep teams real towards OKRs. Watch our video 
on how to sponsor an OKR roll out.

3) Craft high quality OKRs

Remember the point around deep connecting OKRs? These should not be set in 
isolation, instead, they require the context of the Mission, Vision, Strategy even 
if OKRs are set for teams or specific business units. Crafting high quality OKRs 
would give teams the right outcome metrics to move towards, and inspire them
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to achieve more.

4) Invest in Intuitive OKR Software

With team sizes less than 20, an OKR Software is a must have to keep the 
momentum on. An OKR Software would help teams view real time insights, flag 
KRs at risk, help teams capture check ins, collaborate on progress and guide 
them on writing high quality OKRs. Read more on how switching over to 
platforms gives you success with OKRs.

Opting for an OKR Coach during the first 90 days 
increases your chances of success by almost 80%.  
OKR Coaches are trained on how to make OKR roll 
ours right the first time, and coach teams preempting 
and preventing pitfalls in implementation. 

5) Weekly Check Ins!

Because OKRs are real time, the progress of achieving objectives needs to be 
real time and continuous. Penalizing teams for not achieving the stretch goals 
can have a retrograde effect to an extent where teams don’t want to set any 
stretch goals. This completely beats the purpose of OKRs.

The sandbagging of ambitious goals can also lead to pushing back their 
engagement and alignment out of focus, thus impacting progress.

During weekly check ins, a healthy practice for OKR Champions and managers 
is to share real time feedback, identify KRs at risk and organize initiatives which 
would get teams closer to outcomes. 

Here is an easy to implement format for your check-in meetings.

OKRs can be quickly implemented in any team. But then, “How are they different 
from KPIs?”

Did you know?
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Want to know more on getting started with OKR 
Pilots? Grab our ebook and get going right away!

https://www.fitbots.com/okr-software
https://www.fitbots.com/okr-coaching
https://www.fitbots.com/okr-resources/simplify-okr-check-ins-and-make-it-stick
http://www.fitbots.com
https://www.fitbots.com/ebooks/okr-starter
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How are OKRs different from KPIs?

Setting OKRs
A Case Study: Setting OKRs for *Pay2Win 

Pay2Win corporation is an emerging digital payments platform which is trying 
to establish its presence in the market for the past 2 years. The first few months 
was high energy where teams were very well aligned to the overall company 
growth story. However, with scale and with the increase in number of sales and 
customer experience teams, there was a sudden drop in registrations on the 
platform and a huge number of customer complaints on the transaction time. 

Now, that was a lot about OKRs, how about you see some of it in working?

http://www.fitbots.com
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The CEO, along with the leadership team was very concerned about the drop in 
the number of users and rising customer issues. Interestingly, he’d just attended 
a conference and heard about OKRs and the magic it can bring to growth 
stories. 

They decided to work with an OKR Coach to get their teams quickly aligned to 
the Company’s Objectives & infuse energy. 

With the help of an OKR Coach, they figured out that their ultimate objective was 
to “Stabilize our experience in order to increase customer retention” in the 
coming quarters. They agreed unanimously that there could be nothing more 
simple yet important than this. 

Now came in the important part of separating the tasks from Key Results. What 
were the few Key Success Metrics they would choose to make sure they were 
making progress. Here they are:

Each of the KRs now would translate into KRs of different functions that would 
inturn take more KRs and tasks to drive success.

This KR, Function visual board shows how each of these are intertwined and 
each function can take up Objectives & KRs further to help achieve the Company
Objectives.

KR 1	    Reduce Customer complaints from 100 to 5 per week 

KR 2	    Reduce call back time from 10 Minutes to 1 Minute 

KR 3	    Launch our Global Customer Success Training Program 

KR 4	    Reduce bugs to decrease time taken for transaction from 
                180 sec to 30 sec 

Organization Product and Engineering

Reduce Customer complaints 
from 100 to 5 per week 

Reduce call back time from 10
min to 1 min

Launch our Global Customer 
Success Training Program

Reduce bugs to decrease time taken 
for transaction from 180 sec to 30 sec 

Stabilize our experience in order 
to increase customer retention 

Reduce bugs for time taken for transaction 
time from 180 sec to 30 sec 

Reduce resolution time for high priority bugs 
from 3 days to 1 day 

Launch our Self Serv FAQ feature

Increase customer ticket satisfaction from 
40% to 75%

Eliminate Bugs and bring back our  
Customer experience 

Linked Objectives: 0                                         Linked KRs: 16L inked Objectives: 0                                                          Linked KRs: 5

42.5%

56%

34%

68%

94%

94%

82%

100%

91%

63%
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Conclusion
We know it by now that OKRs can help you achieve focus & alignment not just 
in a top down but a bottom up manner. Getting every employee aligned to the 
growth story never was easier than now. Write to richa@fitbots.com or fred@
fitbots.com for more questions on making OKR implementation happen.

In the first 2 Quarters Pay2Win started focusing on something that was long 
missing, Alignment & ability to prioritize on what matters. They definitely moved 
up on their NPS scores & Customer Response rates. They onboarded new 
customers on their platform in the quarter, highest ever. They are now working 
with a great focus towards becoming the No.1 Payments Platform in their 
market. 
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